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Abstract 

This paper discusses hoωto make a distributed mul-
timedia object systemβexible so as to sαtislyα.pplica-
tions' requirements in change 01 the system environ-
ment. The system change is modeled to be the change 
01 not only types 01 service but also quαlity 01 service 
(QoS) supported by the objects. There are two types 
01 methods changing the objects， one lor manipulating 
the states of the objects and another for chαnging QoS 
01 the objects. We discuss new equivalent and com-
patible relations among methods with respect to QoS. 
By using the relations，ωe newly discuss a QoS-based 
compensating way to r，巴coverthe object Irom the less 
quali.βed state. 

1 Introduction 

Units of resources in distributed systems are re-
ferred to出 objects[10). An object is an encapsu-
lation of data and methods for rnanipulating the data. 
CORBA [10] is getting a general framework to realize 
the interoperable distributed applications. The sys-
tem is required to be βexible in the change of the 
system environment and applications' requirements 
in addition to supporting the interoperability of au-
tonomous objects. 

The service supported by the object is character-
ized by the parameters showing the quality 01 service 
(QoS) like frame rate and number of colors. Yoshida 
and Takizawa [13] model movement of a mobile object 
to be the change of QoS supported by the object. It is 
critical to discuss how to support QoS which satisfies 
the application's requirement in change of QoS sup-
ported by multimedia objects. In MPEG-4 [8，9) and 
MPEG-7， multimedia data is composed of multimedia 
objects each of which may support a different level of 
QoS. 

An object supports applications with service 
through the methods. The method may change not 
only the state of the object but also QoS supported 
by the object. Relations among the methods are dis-
cussed so far with respect to the states of the ob-
jects. For example， a pair of methods are equivαlent if 
the states obtained by applying the methods are the 
same [1). In this paper， we discuss kinds of relations 
among the methods with respect to QoS. Two states 
of an object are considered to be equivalent if they 
support the same QoS even if they are not the same. 
In addition， there are two aspects of QoS， i.e. stαte 
QoS and view QoS. Th巴 stateQoS means QoS which 
the state of the object intrinsically supports. The ap-
p1ications can view QoS of the object only through the 

methods. For example， suppose that a rnultimedia ob-
ject supports higher quality image data and a display 
method. Here， the application can only view lower 
quality image if display can output only lower quality 
image. QoS viewed through display is vieωQoS ofthe 
object. 

Effects dοne by methods computed have to be re-
moved if applications' requirements are not satisfied， 
e.g. the system is faulty. The effects can be removed 
by the ∞mpensation [7，12) of the methods computed 
In multimedia applications， it takes time to restore a 
large volume of high-resolution video data. We can re-
duce time for recovering the system if data with lower 
resolution but satisfying the application requirement is 
restored instead of restoring the high-resolution data. 
In this paper， we discuss a compensation way where 
an object 0 may not be rolled back to the previous 
state which 0 has taken but can be surely rolled back 
to a state supporting QoS which satisfies the appli-
cation's requirement. We can reduce time for rolling 
back the objects by this way. 

In section 2， we present a model of the system. In 
sections 3 and 4， we discuss relations among the meth-
ods and the compensation on the basis of QoS， respec-
tively. 

2 System Model 

2.1 Objects 

A system is composed of multiple objects dis-
tributed on multiple computers which ar巴 intercon-
nected by reliable communication networks. Each ob-
ject is an encaps~lation of data and a collection of 
abstract methods op1， ...， OPI only by which Oi can 
be manipulated. There are two kinds of objects， class 
and instance. A class gives a framework， i.e. set of 
attributes and collection of methods. An instance is 
created from the class， which is a tuple of values each 
of which is given to each attribute of the class. From 
here， let a term “object" mean an instance. 

Methods change the state of an object 0 and out-
put data obtained from the state as the responses. Let 
OPt(s) denote a state of the object 0 obtained by ap-
plying a method OPt to a state s of o. A state rneans 
a tuple of values in an inst叩 ceof o. [oPt(s)] denotes 
the response obtained by applying OPt" to a state s of 
O. For example， [display(s)) shows image displayed on 
a monitor or printer from s by d叩 lαy(s). OPt 0 OPu. 
means that a method op，. is computed after another 
method OPt is terminated. Here， a conflicting rela-
tion [7) among a pair of methods OPt and op，. is defined 
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国 follows:OPt c.onfiicts with opu if OPt 0 opu (s) i= opu 
? op~(s) ，[叩t(s)] i= [OPu 0 OPt(5)]， or [OPt 0 OPU(5)] i= 
[OPu(5)] foi some state 5 of o~ ." For example， reeord 
conflicts with delete in the object movie. A method 
OPt is compαtible with opu unless OPt conflicts with opu' 
The confiicting relation' is not transitive. We assume 
the con.fiicting relation is symmetric. Let (s) denote a 
tupl巴 ([OPl(5)]， ...， [OPt(5)])， i.e. 問 wof a state 5 of 
an object 0・

An object can be composed of other objects. For 
example， suppose one video scene shows a person driv-
ing a car on a road in a movie. An object for the 
scene is composed of four objects showing a person， 
car， road， and background. In MPEG-4， a multimedia 
data is composed of multiple objects like audiofvideo 
objects (AVOs) and sound object. 

2.2 Quality of service (QoS) 

Each object 0 supports applications with some ser-
vice. The service can be obtained by issuing methods 
supported by the object o. Each service is character-
ized by parameters like level of resolution， number of 
frames， and number of colors. Quality of service (QoS) 
supported by the object 0 is given by the parameters. 
Even if a pair of objects support the same types of 
service， they may provide different levels of QoS. 

The scheme of QoS is given in a tuple of attributes 
(α1， • • "'αm) where each attribute αi shows a parame-
ter. Let dom(町)be a domain of an attribute ai， i.e. a 
set of possible values to be taken by 向 (i= 1， ...， m) 
For example， dom( re5olution) is a set of numbers each 
of which shows the number of pixels for each frame. 
A QoS in5tance q of the scheme (a1， ••. am) is given 
in a t叩 leof values， (九...， Vm)εdom(αd x ... x 
dom(αm)' Let ai(q) show a value Vi of an attribute 向
in q. The values in dom(αi) are partially ordered by 
a precedent relationさcdom(αi) x dom(αi)， i.e. a 
QoS value V1 precedes another value V2 (Vlと円)in 
dom(向)if Vl shows better QoS than V2・ Forexam-
ple， 120 x 100さ 160x 120 [pixels] for an attribute 
resolution. Let ql and q2 show QoS instances of the 
sch巴me(α1， ...， αm). ql tota/ly dominates q2 (q1と
q2) i仔向(qdと向(q2)for every attribute αi. Let A be 
a subset (b1， ...， bk) of the QoS scheme (α1， .."' am) 

where each bk ε{α1ぃ • .， αm} and k壬m.A projec-
tion [q]A of the Q"oS instance q on A is (町， ...， ωk) 
where ωi = bi(q) for i = 1， ...， k. A QoS instαnce q1 
of a scheme Al pαrtially dominates q2 of A2 i征α(q1)
とα(q2)for every attribute a in A1 n A2・q1subsume5 
q2 (q1ヨq2)iff q1 partially dominates q2 and A1 ;2 
A2・LetS be a set of QoS in5tances whose schemes 
are not necessarily the same. q1 is minimal in the set 
S iff there is no instance q2 in S such that q2当q1・q1
is mm~mum in S 宜qlさの forevery q2 in S. q1 is 
maximal iff there is no q2 in S such that ql三q2・q1
is mαximum in S iff q2ざ qlfor every q2 in S. q1 U 

q2 and q1 n q2 show a least upper bound and a great-
est lower bound of QoS instances q1 and q2 in S on 
:::;， respectively. q1 U q2 is some QoS instance q3 in S 
such that 1) q1当q3and q2三q3，and 2) there is no 
instance q4 in S where q1さq4当q3and q2当q4さq3・

q1 n q2 is defined similarly to U. 

Applications require an object 0 to support some 
QoS which is referred to出 requirementQoS (RoS). 
Let r be an RoS instance. Here， suppose an object 0 

silpports a QoS instance q = (Vl， ...， Vm) where'each 
Vi is a value of the attribute ai， i.e. Viεdom(αi) . 
Here， let Ar be the scheme of r and Aq be the scheme 
of q. The instance q subsumes r (qヨr)iff q partially 
dominates r and AQ ;2 Ar. If q ;2 r， the applications 
can get enough service from q. Otherwise， q is less 
qualified for r. 

2.3 QoS of object 

QoS of an object 0 has two aspects: state QoS 
which is obtained from the state of 0 and vieωQoS 
which is supported through the methods of o. For ex-
ample， let us consider an object video with a display 
method as shown in Figure 1. A state 5 of the object 
video supports video data with a rate 30 [fps]， which is 
astate QoS. Q(s) = 30 [fps]. However， d叩 laycan dis-
play the view [displaY(5)) on the monitor of the video 
data from the state s only at a rate 20 fps. This is a 
view QoS. Q([4isplay.cs)]) = 20 [fps]. Here， there is a 
constraint “Q{[OPt(5)])三Q(s)"for every method OPt 
and every state s of an object o. The object 0 cannot 
support the applications with higher QoS than sup-
ported by the methods. If Q([oPt(s)])ベQ(5)for some 
state s of 0， OPt is less qualified for o. The method OPt 
is fully qualified if Q([叩 t(5)日=Q(5) for every state 
s of o. In Figure 1， the method display is less quali-
fied for the object video. Let maxQoS(oPt) show the 
maximum QoS whlch omcan support，i.e.Q([om(s)]) 
当maxQoS(oPt)for every state s of the object o. Let 
S1 and S2 be states of an object o. The applications 
cannot differentiate states 51 and S2 if data viewed by 
applying a method OPt to SI and S2 are the same， i.e. 
[叩t(5dJ= [OPt(S2)] in the object o. A state 51 of 0 is 
equivalent with 52 with respect to OPt (叩 t-equz叩 lent)
i鉦[oPt(sd]= [OPt(52)]' 

response (20 fps) 

Figure 1: QoS of video object. 

9((5)). is defined to be a tuple (Q([Op1(S)])， ...， 
Q([OPt(s)]))， i.e. view QoS of a state.5 of an ob-
ject 0 which can be obtained through the methods. 
Q((s)) shows QoS of 0 which the app1ications can view 
through the methods. 

[Definition] A state sl is method-equivaleηt with a 
state S2 of an object 0 iff (S1) = (S2)， i.e. [叩t(S1))= 
[OPt(52)] for every method明 ofo.ロ
Even if 51 i= 52， the applications view a pair of states 
Sl and 52 of the object 0 to be the same because 
the applications get the same response through every 
method. Let mαxQo denote maximum QoS to be sup-
ported by 0， i.e. maximum of Q( (s)) for every state 
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s of o. Let minQo denote minimum QoS of o. Here， 
minQ。三 Q((s))さmaxQofor every state s of o. 

A multimedia object movie supports the movie 
video including low-resolution image data (120 x 100 
pixels) with a display method. A hypermovie object 
supports hyper video images of high-resolution (160 
x 120 pixels) with more kinds of methods including 
display， stop-motion， merge， and dωide than the ob-
ject movie. A state Smovie includes the low-resolution 
video image of a movie m. Sh."permovie shows the 
high-resolution video image of mu1tiple movies includ-
ing m. Here， Q( s旬 per'Tnovie)と Q(Smovie)' display 
of hypermovie can display the high-resolution video 
image with multi-window while display of movie can 
just display the low-resolution video image. Here， 
Q([d叩 lay(s九lIpermOV1f)])と Q([display( Smovie)])' hy-
permovie supports higher quality of video image and 
more fruitful methods than movie. 

Real objects in the real world have infinite level of 
QoS. 1n order to realize the real objects in computers， 
we have to reduce QoS of the objects. Thus， we model 
that each object state is realized by mapping the infi-
nite level of QoS to the 1imited level of QoS depending 
on the computers. The state of the real object is re-
ferred to出 asv.per state. Let super(5) denote a super 
state of a state s of an object 0 which is realized in 
the computer. Here， Q(super(5))とQ(s).We assume 
that there exists exactly one super state for each state 
s. QoS of every super state is maximum. 

[Definition] A state 51 of an object 0 is equivalent 
with another state 52 of 0 with respect to state (5tate-
eqv.ivalent) iff super(5d = super(s2) ロ
For example， suppose that a state SI of the object 
video supports video data of frame rate 30 [fps]. Sup-
pose a new state S2 is obtained by dropping some 
frames in the state S1' If the states S1 and S2 are 
state-equivalent， 51 and 52 are derived from a same 
super state by reducing the QoS but they support diι 
ferent levels of QoS. 

There are two aspects of objects to be considered， 
i.e. states and QoS of the objects. Hence， each object 
supports two types of primitive methods， one for ma-
nipulating the state of the object and the other one for 
manipulating QoS of the object. The former is a 5tate 
method and the latter is a QoS method. The method 
drop is a QoS method because it only changes QoS of 
the object 仇deo.For a QoS method op， a state op( s) is 
state-equivalent with every state 5 of an object 0， i.e. 
super(op(s)) = super(s). For a pair of QoS meth 

that a state 52 is obtained from s by changing QoS of 
5 through a QoS method. For example， S2 is obtained 
by decreasing number of colors of s. Applications can 
consider 5 and s2 to be the same except for the num-
ber of colors. That is， S2 is state-equivalent with s. A 
public method is implemented by using these primi-
tive methods. 1n Figure 2， an oblique directed edge 5 
→ 53 denotes that a method op obtains a state 53 by 
changing both state and QoS of the state 5. 
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Figure 2: Transition diagram. 

3 QoS Relation Among Methods 

We discuss how methods OP1， . • .， OPI supported by 
an object 0 are related with respect to QoS. 

3.1 Equivalency 

A method OPt is eqv.ivalent with another method 
?P" in .an object 0 iff OPt( 5) = Op，，(5) and [OPt( 5)] = 
[Op，，(5)] for every state s of o. That is，叩tand op包 not
only output the same response data but also change 
the state of 0 to the same state. 

Suppose an object movie is composed of two sub-
objects， an adverti5ement object and a content object. 
The advertisement object is removed from the object 
movie by a method delete. An application does not 
care the difference between the original version and 
the updated version of movie since the application is 
interested only il1 the content part of movie. The up-
dated version is semantically equivαlent with the orig-
inal version because the two versions are considered to 
be the same from the application point of view. The 
two v巴rsionssupport the same QoS. 

[Definition] A state 51 is semantically eqv.ivalent with 
S2 in an object 0 iff super(sd and super(52) are con-
sidered to be the same by the application.ロ

Suppose that a pωr of super states s~ and 5:， of 
an object 0 are considered to be the same in some 
applications. Suppos巴 St= OPt(s) and s" =叩 ，，(s)for 
a state 5 of the object o. If s; and s~ are super states 
of St and s"， respectively， i.e. s; = s叩 er(St)and sし=
S叩 er(5，，)， St and Su are obtained by reducing QoS of 
s; and 5~. Here， St and s" are 5emαnticαlly eqv.ivalent 
[Figure 3]. It is noted that Q(St) = Q(5，，). 
[Definition] A method OPt is semantically equω. 
alent with another method op" in an object 0 
iff super(opt (5)) is semantically equivalent with 
super( op，，( s)) and Q( OPt( 5)) = Q( Op，，(5)) for every 
state 5 of o.口
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。superstate 二 semanticallyequivalent 

Figure 3: Semantically state equivalent methods. 

Here， suppose the object movie supports two ver-
sions old-display and new-display of a method display. 
new・displaycan display the same video image as old-
display while new-display can display at a faster rate 
than old-displαy. new-display is considered to be the 
same出 old-displaybecause they output the same im-
age data and do not change the state of movie. How-
ever， they support different levels of QoS， i.e. neω-
display is more qualified than old-display with respect 
to the display speed.That is，Q([old-disphy(s)l)三
Q([new-display(s)]) for every state's of movie.. 

[De貧nition]A method OPt is more qualポedthan an-
other method op11. in an object 0 iff Q([oPt(s)])と
Q([op11.( s)]) and OPt( s) is stat←equivalent with op11.(s) 
for every state s of the object o.ロ

Let R be QoS which an object is required to sup-
port for an application， i.e. RoS. The application 
does not mind which method old-di5play or new-
display is used to display the movie if the application 
does not care the display speed in the object movie. 
Two methods are considered to be equivalent with re-
spect to R if they support QoS subsuming R even 
if Q([old-d叩 lay(s情的問)]):# Q([new-display(smovie)]) 
for a state 8movie of the object movie. 
[Definition] A state St is RoS-equivalent with 811. on 
RoS R in an object 0 (St -R  8u) iff Q(OPt(s)) n 
Q(Op11.(8))ヨR and OPt (s) is state-equivalent with 
Opu (s) for every state S of 0・ロ
[Definition] A method OPt is RoS-equivαlent with an-
other method op11. of an object 0 on RoS R iff OPt(s) is 
RoS-equivalent with op11.(S) for every state S of o.口

In Figure 4， 8t = OPt(s) and S11. = OP11.(8). 8t is 
state-equivalent with 8u・ IfQ(St) and Q(s11.) satisfy 
RoS R， OPt and op11. are RoS-equivalent. In addition， 
OPt is more qualified than OP11. since Q(St) :;2 Q(s11.)' 

In the first example presented here， suppose that 
the updated version supports higher level of QoS than 
the original one. They are semanticαlly and RoS-
equivαlent. 

[Definition] A state St is semar出callyRoS句 uivalent
with 5u on RoS R in an object 0 (8t 三R 511.) 

iff super( OPt( 8)) is semantical1y equivalent with 
super(OPu(5)) and Q(OPt(5)) n Q(op11.(S))ヨRfor ev-
ery state 8 of o.口

Figure 4: RoS-equivalent methods. 

[Definition] A method OPt is 5emanticαlly RoS-
eqm叩 lentwith op11. of an object oon RoS R iff叩 t(8) 
三 Rop11. (8) for every state 8 of o.ロ

In Figure 5， 5t OPt(8) and 511. = Op11.(5)， and s~ 
super(8t) and 8~ super(811.)， 5~ and 5~ are se-

manticallyequivalent. Q(5t) and Q(811.) satisiy RoS R 
while Q(5tJ may not be the same剖 Q(8U)' Here， 5t 
is semantical1y RoS-equivalent with 811. (St三R 511.)' 
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Figure 5・SemanticallyRoS-equivalent methods. 

3.2 Compatibility 

We discuss in which order a pair of methods OPt 
and叩11. supported by an object 0 can be computed 
in order to keep the object 0 consistent. According 
to the traditional theory [1，7]， a method OPt confiict5 
with another method OP11. in an object 0 iff the result 
obtained by computing OP11. after OPt depends on the 
computation order. OPt is compαtible with op11. unless 
OPt conflicts with opu' 
[Definition] A method叩 tis semanticαlly compatible 
with a method op11. in an object 0 iff OPt 0 op11.(s) is SEト
mantically equivalent with opu 0 OPt (s) for every state 
s of o.ロ

In Figure 6， Sl =叩 t0 Op11.(5) and S2 = op11. 0 OPt(5). 
Here， if 51 is semantically equivalent with 52， OPt is se-
mantically compatible with opu' Q(81) = Q(52)'叩t
semantically confiicts with opu unless OPt is semanti-
cally compatible with opu' 

Suppose a multimedia object M displays MPEG-
4 data. The MPEG-4 data has QoS of a frame rate 
30 fps and 256 colors. A method mediα5caling of M 
changes a frame rate to a half of the original one. On 
th巴 otherhand， a method reduce decreases a number 
of colors to 16 colors. The application can get the 
same QoS of a state obtained by applying media5caling 
after reduce出 inthe reverse order. In any case， the 
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Figure 6: Semantically compatible methods. 

application can get the MPEG-4 data with 15 fps and 
16 colors. 

A multimedia data is composed of multiple objects 
in MPEG-4. Each object can be manipulated inde-
pendently of the other component objects. Suppose a 
multimedia object M displays MPEG-4 data which is 
composed of two objects showing colored background 
and car. A method αdd of M takes an object car 
into the MPEG-4 data. On the other hand， a method 
grayscαle changes a colored video object to a white-
black gradation video. Suppose an application com-
putes grayscαle after αdd. The MPEG-4 data obtained 
by add and grayscale is a white-black gradation video 
with background and car. However， the MPEG-4 data 
obtained by applying add after grayscale is di長 rent
from one obtained by applying grayscale after add. 
This MPEG-4 data includes white-black background 
and colored car. That is， QoS of a state of an object 
obtained by applying QoS methods depends on the 
application order of the methods. 

[Definitio叫Amethod OPt is RoS-compαtible with op" 
on some RoS R (opt 0 op" (s) -R op" 0 OPt (s)) iff OPt 
。Op，，(s)is RoS-equivalent with op" 0 OPt(s) on R for 
every state s of an object o.ロ
1n Figure 7， S4 is state-equivalent with S2・ Q(S2)'" 
Q(S4) but Q(52) and Q(S4) satisfy RoS R. 

Figure 7: RoS-compatible methods. 

The RoS-compatibility relation is symmetric. Un-
less a method OPt is RoS-compatible with another 
method op"， OPt RoS-con.βicts with OPU' 1n the 
multimedia object M， reduce and mediascaling are 
RoS-compatible. However， add RoS・conflictswith 
grayscale. 

Suppose an application is not interested in how 
colorful movies are. An update method changes an 
object movie from a colored version to a monochro-
matic one. The colored movie m is seen by dis-

play， i.e. [display(m)]. If updαte is applied to the 
movie m， the monochromatic version of m is seen. 
Since the application is not interested in the color 
of m， both versions are considered to satisfy the re-
quirement QoS (RoS) required by the application. 
Hence， Q([display(m)]) n Q([updαte 0 display( m)]) 
ヨRand Q( display 0 update( m)) = Q( update 0 dω 
pμlα仰y(m)リ). display and update are RoS-compatible 
However， they are not semantically compatible be-
cause Q( [updαte 0 d叩 lay(m)])'" Q([d叩 lαν(m)]).
[Definition] A method OPt is semantically RoS-
compatible with op" in an object 0 with respect to 
RoS R iff叩 t ロop，，(s)is semantically RoS-equivalent 
with (三R)op" 0 OPt (s) on R for every state s of o.口

1n Figure 8， 51 OPt 0 op，，(s) and S2 op" 0 

OPt(s) where Sl and S2 ar巴 semanticallyequivalent. 
1n addition， Q(sd and Q(S2) satisfy the RoS R. 

Figure 8: Semantically RoS-compatible methods. 

4 Compensation 
A method op" is a compensating method of a 

method OPt if OPt 0 0仇 (s)= s for every state s of an 
object 0 [5，7]. Let OPt denote a compensating method 
of OPt. Let s' be a state obtained by computing the 
method OPt on a state s of the object 0， i.e. s' 
OPt(s). Here， the object 0 can be rolled back to the 
state s if OPt is computed on s'. For example， append 
is a compensating method of delete. 

Let us consider the multimedia object ME with two 
movies A and B at state Sl， where it takes two hours 
to play each of A and B [Figure 9]. Suppose that A 
and B are merged into a movie C at state S2・Then，
C is divided into two movies A' and B' of state S3・

It takes one hour and half to play each of A' and B' 
at state S3・Eachof A and B is composed of adver-
tisement and content parts of the movie. A' and B' 
include only the contents of A and B， respectively. 
The advertisements of A and B are merged into AB. 
Here， S3 is semantically equiv弓lentwith Sl・ divideis 
a semantically compensating method of merge 

;仁口仁日 82 . 

4hours 

~ IC  li 

j回回 目

Figure 9: Semantically compensating method. 
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[DefinitionJ A method opu is a semantically compen-
sating method of OPt iff OPt 0 0仇 (s)is semantically 
eq~ivalent with every state s of an object 0 [Figure 
101.ロ

@4ユf
Figure 10: Semantically compensating method. 

[DefinitionJ A method opu is an RoS・compensating
method of a method OPt in an object 0 on RoS R i宜
OPt oop，，(s)三R S for every state s of 0 [Figure 11J.ロ

Figure 11: RoS-compensating method. 

[DefinitionJ A method opu is a semantically RoS-
compensαting method of OPt in an object 0 on RoS 
R iff OPt 0 op，，(s)三R S for every state s of 0 [Figure 
121 口
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Figure 12: Semantically RoS-compensating method. 

Suppose the multimedia object ME supports a 
method divide2 which divides C into three parts Aぺ
B"， and AB in addition to merge and delete shown 
in Figure 9. A" and B" are the content parts of 
A and B， respectively， which are monochromatic at 
state S3・ ABincludes the advertisement parts of A 
and B. S3 denotes a state where A"， B"， and AB 
are obtained from A and B. 51 and 53 are not the 
same. Furthermore， A and B are colored but A" and 
B" are monochromatic. That is， Q(A)ヨQ(Aつand
Q(B)ヨQ(Bつ.Here， suppose an application just 
would like to see the monochromatic one as RoS R. 
Here， Q((S3))ヨR. divide2 is a semαntically RoS-
compensαting method of merge. 

5 Concluding Remarks 

This paper has discussed how to make the dis・
tributed system sexible with respect to QoS supported 
by the objects. We have discussed the novel equivalent 
and consicting relations among the methods on the 
basis of QoS. We have also discussed the compensat-
ing method to undo the work done. A state equivalent 
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Figure 13: Semantically RoS・compensatingmethod. 

with the previous qualified state with respect to QoS 
is obtained by computing the compensating methods 
of methods computed. 
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